At Your Fingertips
Cutting-Edge Technology with
a Personal Touch

In order to take advantage of the most advanced shipping and logistics technology many executives
believe they must sacrifice personal service and ship with one of the large parcel companies. But with
Axis Global Logistics you get the best of both worlds – personal attention and state-of-the-art-technology
that can be customized to meet your specific requirements. Accessible via the Axis Global website at
www.axisg.com, our technology solution allows customers real-time visibility and control throughout the
shipping process and will speed-up delivery cycles and cut inventory and costs. This solution features:
Fast, User-Friendly Transportation Management
Our Axis-Trak transportation management system lets you create and track inbound and outbound
shipments, generate air bill documentation and labels and even produce U.S. Customs documentation,
including commercial invoices. Users can also create customized on-line reports such as real-time
proof-of-delivery documents;
Inventory Management Via Our Cadence Fulfillment System
The Axis/Cadence inventory management system lets users locate and allocate inventory, search product
catalogs, build and place orders, check order status and control min/max levels. The system also allows
you to view images of stored inventory items and can be hyper-linked to your website so that your
customers can order inventory directly;
Automatic Email and Faxes
Axis can automatically send you an email alert the moment your shipment arrives and can also send you
customized email and fax alerts however and whenever you need them. What’s more, we can customize
reports to your exact specifications and automatically send them to you in a CSV spreadsheet format;
Paperless EDI Solution
Accuracy and visibility are the hallmarks of Axis’ EDI solution. This paperless computer to computer
communication cuts processing time and speeds the general flow of information. At the same time,
this solution eliminates paper invoicing and errors due to manual data entry and misread faxes and
allows you to instantly receive shipment status and costing updates. Axis supports EDI 214 codes,
XML, and comma delimited formats;
Systems Integration
Axis can interface both shipment and logistics data directly to your Host system and also can interface
with SAP, Oracle and JDE as well as other proprietary systems;
IT Partnership Solutions
We provide well-established IT formats and standards, but because we recognize that customers have
differing capabilities we also provide IT partnership solutions ranging from consulting services to the
development of newly customized, upgraded software applications;
Cisco Security
An integral part our security infrastructure, Cisco firewalls are placed between Axis’ private networks
and the Internet. Customers who access Axis web services must do so by using approved software and
Internet gateways.
Our customized technology solutions and the personal service that comes along with them are literally
right at your fingertips – as close as the computer on your desk.

Please contact us at your earliest convenience for a thorough discussion of your
needs. We look forward to designing and implementing a technology solution that
will boost your efficiency and cut your costs.
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